Wee Flicks Coin, the best distribution network for independent movie makers, driven by a strong
community coin.
(Utility Coin & NFTs)
These white papers will continuously update as the community grows and our platform develops.

Website: weeflicks..com
Twitter: @weeflicks
Telegram: t.me/weeflicks
Introduction
Wee Flicks is a decentralized movie-streaming platform that pays all independent movie,
producers, and investors the correct amount of funds per digital watch. With our Payment
Splitter solidity contract, it ensures a true free-market streaming service that doesn't take
advantage of the creator.
We are focused on helping independent movie producers get their content distributed to millions
of users around the world. Our platform features blockchain-based ERC20 fungible tickets and
ERC1155 non-fungible collectables (NFTs), intellectual property rights management with
advanced smart contracts, and crypto currency transactions.
The Team
The Wee Flicks team consists of many seasoned movie producers, directors, blockchain
developers, and crypto/forex investors. We work as a team with each member specializing in
specific areas. We are able to work as a global team and quickly spread information around to
provide you with the most up to date information.
“As a successful independent filmmaker, I knew the struggle it was to get on larger platforms.
That is where I saw the gap in the market. There was no one out there focusing on distributing
independent media. And that is how the Wee Flicks Coin came to be.” - Rook
We promise as a team to work our best to deliver a solid platform for our creators and build a
strong community to support it.

The Goal
Our main goal is to create a platform for both producers and viewers, where independent movie
makers can upload their movies as NFTs and viewers can watch them using the Wee Flicks
Coin. The network will provide a steady stream of coins going to the creator as people watch
their movies.
Our future goal is to build a metaverse where you can join a virtual movie theater with your
friends and watch new indie movies, and enjoy the freedom of a virtual theater experience. This
will also include an experience that focuses on the user's needs of collecting movie related
assets that can be added to their virtual movie experience such as popcorn, drinks, and candy.
The Streaming-Platform
We have successfully launched the first movie “One More Flip” as an utility NFT movie that can
be watched on the platform. Our next step is to integrate the utility of the ERC20 ticket coin to
activate the play button for the movie.
The platform itself will have basic streaming capabilities similar to popular streaming companies.
Watchers will have the ability to log in with Metamask and use Wee Flicks Coins to buy or rent
NFT movies.

